**REECE WARREN**

**NUS Delegate Candidate Manifesto!**

**WHY SETTLE FOR AN NUS THAT CAN DICTATE WHAT MUSIC YOU CAN LISTEN TO OR WHAT YOU CAN WEAR?**

Individual Student Union’s up and down the country are having songs banned from their campus’, having what they can/can’t wear decided for them and importantly having basic freedoms to express ourselves TAKEN AWAY. Why should we settle for it?

**Why settle for an NUS that constantly focuses on negative campaigning against the Government?**

The NUS now has a national image of being anti-everything with regards to Governmental policy – why don’t we actually focus on positive action rather than JUST annually ‘protesting’?

**Why settle for an NUS that only represents students that are similar to them?**

The NUS has become a complete breeding ground for the Labour Party and the Liberal Democrats – PARTY POLITICS SHOULD BE IRRELEVANT when fighting for students! We’re supposed to be a National UNION of Students – not a party political youth wing! Students should be represented of all beliefs, not just the ones that fit NUS’ careerism! Why should we settle for that?

**Why settle for an NUS that cheers other people’s deaths?**

The NUS should be about fighting for students up and down the country whether it be financially, professionally or even personally – yet the only help we seem to get is a card that gets us discounts? Why can’t the NUS help us with the constant battle with Student Finance? With our accommodations? With true issues at all students heart – rather than spending a whole conference day cheering another human beings death – why should we settle for that?

**Don’t settle for an NUS that can achieve more for us students.**

---

**MAIN POINTS:**

- I will fight for students’ rights to express themselves!
- I will fight for the NUS to stop JUST ‘protesting’.
- I will stop NUS becoming/being just a political careerist platform!
- I will fight for an NUS that helps YOU, no matter what the issue.

Why settle when we can achieve more!??
VOTE FOR REECE WARREN!

I wish I could tell you everything I want to achieve in an A4 manifesto but I simply can’t! Vote Reece Warren for someone that can and will make the NUS achieve more for ALL of us students.